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March 30, 2021  

To: House Committee on Human Services; others 

Re:  I OPPOSE [HB 2102]...Begin a structured defunding of HCSD. Focus on retiring HCSD debts. 

Earlier today, I submitted testimony OPPOSING [HB 5110]. 

The Housing and Community Services Department (HCSD) should be systematically defunded in its' entirety 

over a short period of time (2-4 years) or even less, to minimize the shock and to allow the dependants time to 

move somewhere they can afford to live on their own. 

[HB 2102] is a sickening but, very predictable outcome of [HB 5110]. 

The HCSD is an illustration of, "The Housing Industrial Complex" created, maintained and allowed to fester by 

the Oregon State Legislature. 

There are (48) pieces of legislation in the 2021 session to accommodate HCSD's operations and expansions. 

"Free Housing, Government subsidized housing and the systemic racist policies supporting Homeownership for a 

select group of people instead of treating everyone equal under the law" is unsustainable as it is unconstitutional. 

[HB 2102] is a "fill in the gap" measure to accommodate unbridled expansion of HCSD to discharge their 

communistic and racist policies concerning housing issues so described in [HB 5110]. 

HCSD should be summarily denied General Fund Appropriations. 

A mechanism to accelerate HCSD debt repayment schedule should be constructed and published for public 

hearings and inputs. 

[HB 2102] should not be a separate piece of legislation. This horrendous piece of crap should have been nested 

into [HB 5110] so the public could see where all the Bull-Manure is located since we are paying for it. 

It could be stated, the HCSD is an addictive drug cartel pushing very addictive drugs. 

 The "drugs" are; free and or government subsidized housing for some. And via the systemic racist policies soon 

to be incorporated and institutionalized into Oregon law; to ensure some form of home ownership, for a select 

group of people, in lieu of treating everyone equally under the law. 

[HB 2102] enables, facilitates and ensures the aforementioned drug of choice is freely accessible to some, not all. 

The Oregon State Legislature needs to enter a Rehabilitation program once they're booted from office. 

I OPPOSE [HB 2102] and [HB 5110] WITH EXTREME PREJUDICE! 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ David S. Wall 
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